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Abstract

This investigation examined the relationship between problem solving

ability and the criteria used to decide that two classical mechanics problems

would be solved similarly. We began by comparing experts and novices on a

similarity Judgment task and found that experts predominantly rely on

problems' deep structure In deciding similarity of solution, although the

presence of surface feature similarity has a clear adverse effect ,n

performance. Novices relied predominantly on surface features, but were

capable of using problems' deep structure under certain conditions. In a

second experiment, we compared groups of novices at the same level of

experience who tended to employ different types of reasoning In making

similarity Judgments. Compared to novices who relied predominantly on surface

features, novices who made greater ase of principles tended to categorize

problems similarly to experts, as well as score higher In problem solving.

These results suggest that principles play a fundamental role In the

organization of conceptual and procedural knowledge for good problem solvers

at all levels.
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What Is the relationship between problem solving ability and the

criteria one uses to decide whether or not two problems would be solved

similarly? To date, attempts to answer this question have focused on

investigating the end points of the spectrum of problem solving skill, namely

experts and novices. For experts categorization of a problem as a type

suggests possible solution strategies and can directly influence ability to

generate a successful solution (Hayes & Simon, 1976; Hinsley, Hayes & Simon,

1978; Newell & Simon, 1972; Simon & Simon, 1978). Research In domains such as

mathematics (Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982) and physics (Chi, Feitovich &

Glaser, 1981) indicates that experts tend to focus on the deep structure of a

problem (e.g., principles and concepts that could be used to solve the

problems) to decide whether or not two problems would be solved similarly.

These findings suggest that when attempting to solve a problem, experts first

consider what principle(s) applies most appropriately to the situation, and

then decide on a strategy or procedure that will be used to instantiate the

principle (Larkin, 1983, 1981, Larkin, McDermott, Simon & Simon, 1980; Simon &

Simon, 1978).

The picture Is different for novices. When asked to categorize problems

into types according to similarity of solution, novices tend to cue on surface

features (e.g., problem Jargon and descriptor terms) as the primary criterion

of similarity (Chi, et al., 1981; Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1981). When asked to

state the general approach they would take to solve a problem, novices usually

relate detailed information (e.g., equations and facts), rather than more

general principles and concepts (Chi, et al., 1981). However, as problem

solving skills develop, reliance on deep structure to categorize problems

increases (Niegemann & Paar; 1986).
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Although we can conclude that both surface features and deep stru c

are Important, and perhaps competing, attributes used In Judging word problem

similarity, it may be inappropriate to construe the dichotomous use of

features, i.e., that experts use deep structure exclusively and that novices

use surface features exclusively. What Is clear Is that the extent to which

problem solvers rely on each type of attribute seems to be related to problem

solving ability. However, little Is known about either how surface features

and deep structure interact In generating a problem .zategorization, or how

problem categorization Is related to problem solving ability among novices.

The two experiments we report here investigate these issues. In Experiment 1,

we designed a similarity Judgment task that allowed us to examine the relative

contributions of surface features and deep structure In experts' and novices'

categorization decisions In the domain of classical mechanics. The results of

Experiment 1 suggested there may be individual differences In the

categorization schemes used by nov:::es. In Experiment 2, the similarity

judgment task was refined In order to investigate these possible differences

and to assess the relationship between categorization schemes and problem

solving ability.

EXPERIMENT 1: THE INTERACTION OF SURFACE FEATURES AND

DEEP STRUCTURE IN PROBLEM CATEGORIZATION

In order to study the influence and interaction of surface features and

deep structure In categorization, we designed a similarity Judgment task

similar to those used In studies of object categorization (Rosch and Mervis,

1975; Mervis, 1980). In our task, a model problem and two comparison problems

are presented, and the subject must decide which of the comparison problems

would be solved most like the model problem. The comparison problems differ
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In which attributes match the model problem, making It possible to investigate

systematically the interaction between surface feature, and deep structure

attributes In subjects' similarity judgments. We think this type of task

represents an advancement over the card sorting task commonly used In problem

categorization experiments, In which a subject sorts word problems written on

Index cards Into several piles which are then labeled by the subject to

indicate the relationship among all the cards In a particular pile. This task

requires that the subject develop a categorization scheme dealing with all

problems simultaneously. In contrast, the similarity judgment task focuses

the subjects' attention on specific problems, allowing problem attributes to

be systematically varied. This simplifies the prediction of outcomes based on

models of expert and novice performance, as well as the data analysis and

interpretation of results.

In our similarity judgment task, a given comparison problem could match

the model problem In surface features (S), deep structure (D), both surface

features and deep structure (SD), or neither surface features nor deep

structure (N). These comparison problems were paired In a way such that ono

and only one problem In the pair matched the model problem In deep structure.

This led to four types of pairings, which we will refer to as "comparison

types": 1) 2) S-SD, 3) N-D, and 4) N-SD. If it Is the case that experts

and novices rely primarily on different kinds of problem attributes In making

similarity Judgments, then the patterns of performance expected for experts

and novices should differ. Assuming that experts base their categorization

decisions solely on deep structure, then they should choose the comparison

problem that matches the model problem In deep structure 100% of the time, and

select D, SD, D, and SD respectively In the four comparison types. Novices

who base their categorization decisions solely on surface features should

6
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:.hoose the comparison problem that matches the model problem In surface

features whenever It Is possible to do so. Thus, they should choose S In the

S-D comparison type and SD In the N -SD comparison type. When surface features

do not allow a distinction to be made, as In the S-SD and the N-D Items,

either alternative should be equally likely. Hence, novices' choices should

match the model problem In deep structure 0%, 50%, 50%, and 100% of the time

for S-D, S-SD, N-D, and N-SD comparison types respectively, and 50% of the

time overall.

Method

Subjects

The novice subjects were 45 undergraduate students at the University of

Massachusetts who had completed the first semester physics course In classical

mechanics and received a grade of B or better. The expert subjects were 8

Ph.D. physicists and 2 advanced physics graduate students who were nearing

completion of the Ph.D. requirements. The novice subjects performed both a

categorization task and a problem solving task, and were paid for their time.

The expert subjects volunteered their time and only performed the

categorization task.

Categorization Task

Each item on the categorization task was composed of three elementary

mechanics problems similar In style and levei of difficulty to problems In an

introductory mechanics tax: (i.e., Resnick and Halliday, 1977). Each word

problem was three to five lines long and contained neither pictures nor

diagrams. For each Item, one problem was designated as the model problem,

while the other two were designated as comparison problems. Subjects were to

indicate which of the two comparison problems "would be solved most similarly"
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to the model problem. A response was considered correct If the subject chose

the comparison problem that matched the model problem In deep structure (I.e.,

the physical principle that would be applied to solve both problems was the

same).

There were eight model problems, two dealing with energy principles, two

dealing with momentum principles, two dealing with angular momentum principles

and two dealing with Newton's Second Law or Kinematics. Each model problem

appeared four times, once with each of the four comparison types. This

yielded 32 Items composed of one model problem and two comparison problems.

The following Is a sample model problem and the four comparison problems that

were constructed to accompany It:

Model Problem

A 2.5 kg ball of radius 4 cm Is traveling at 7 m/s on a rough horizontal

surface, but not spinning. Some distance later, the ball Is rolling

without slipping at 5 m/s. How much work was done by friction?

S Comparison Problem

A 3 kg soccer ball of radius 15 cm Is Initially sliding at 10 m/s

without spinning. The ball travels on a rough horizontal surface

and eventually rolls without slipping. Find the ball's velocity.

D Comparison Problem

A small rock of mass 10 g failing vertically hits a very thick

layer of snow and penetrates 2 meters before coming to rest. If

the rock's speed was 25 m/s Just prior to hitting the snow, find

the average force exerted on the rock by the snow.

SD Comparison Problem

A 0.5 kg billiard ball of radius 2 cm rolls without slipping down

an inclined plane. If the blIlla'd ball Is initially at rest,
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what Is Its speed after It has moved through a vertical distancr

of .5 m?

N Comparison Problem

A 2 kg projectlie Is fired with an initial velocity of 1500 m/sec

at an angle of 30 degrees above the horizootal and height 100 m

above the ground. Find the time needed for the projectile to

reach the ground.

The experiment was run on IBM compatible PC's. The subject was told to

read the model problem carefully and the two comparison problems that would

appear below It, and decide which comparison problem would be solved most Ilke

the model problem. The Items were presented In random order, with no limit

Imposed on response time. Most subjects completed the task within 45 minutes.

Problem Solving Task

In a separate hour-long session, the novice subjects were given a

problem solving task containing seven classical mechanics problem. Four

problems required the application of one principle for solution, whereas three

problems required the application of two principles. Henceforth we will only

discuss performance on the single-principle problems, since few subjects were

able to solve the two-principle problems. The single-principle problems were

all similar In style and level of difficulty to both the problems appearing In

the textbook and the problems used In the categorization task. The principles

Involved In the four problems were: Newton's Second Law, Conservation of

Energy, Conservation of Linear Momentum, and Conservation of Angular Momentum.

Each problem was graded on a ten point scale by two physicists; whenever the

score on a problem differed by two or more points, the solution was discussed

and a score was determined by consensus. The total scores on the problem
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solving task ranged from 1 point to 40 points, with a mean of 21.2 points aid

standard deviation 11.42 points.

Results

The performances of the 45 novices and the 10 experts were compared In a

2 (Groups) by 4 (Comparison Types) by 8 (Model Problems) analysis of variance.

In genoral, the experts were better able to determine whether two problems

would be solved through application of the same principle, choosing the

comparison problem that matched the model problem In deep structure 78% of the

time. Novices chose the deep structure alternative 59% of the time, which was

significantly less often than experts, F(1,53) - 28.78, p<.0001. As predicted

by our assumptions about expert and novice performance, there was a difference

In how the two groups responded to the four comparison types, as indicated by

the Group x Comparison Type interaction, F(3,159) - 10.00, p<.0001.

Therefore, WE, will discuss the influence of Comparison Type for experts and

novices separately.

Experts

Comparison Type should have had no Influence on experts' performance had

they based thulr decisions about solution similarity strictly on deep

structure (i.e., the principle involved). However, there was a significant

main effect of Comparison Type for experts, F(3,27) - 10.56, p-.0001,

indicating that the four Comparison Types were not of equal difficulty. The

mean performances for the Comparison Types (see Table 1) suggest that surface

features have an adverse Influence on experts' categorization decisions.

Although the differences among these means were not all significant, they do

follow the trend predicted for novices, suggesting that experts were adversely

affected by the same kinds of conditions that negatively Influenced novices.
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Performance on the N-SD items was significantly better than that on each of

the other three Comparison Types (p<.005, Bonforronl
familywise error rate:

EF/k - .05/6 - .008). The mean performance of the experts was significantly

higher, at p<.01, than that of the novices for each of the four Comparison

Types, except for the N-SD type, where performance was quite high for ":oth

groups (see Table 1). Thus, although experts appear to focus on deep

structure to a greater degree than novices, surface features do interfere with

their performance.

Novices

Consistent with the assumption that novices cue on surface features when

making similarity
judgments, Comparison

Typd did Influence novices'

performance, F(3,132) - 150.54, p<.0001 (means are In Table 1). All pairwise

comparisons differed
significantly by p<.0002 (EF/k - .05/6 - .008). These

results indicate that surface features play a major role in novices'

categorization
schemes, and directly Influence the process by which they

decide whether or not two problems would be solved similarly. For example, If

one comparison problem matched the model problem In both surface features and

deep structure, then the decision that they would be solved similarly was

facilitated (71% correct for S-SD and N-SD comparison
types, versus 46%

correct for S-D and N-D comparison types). However, If a comparison problem

matched the model problem only In surface features, then the decision that

they would be solved similarly was adversely affected (40% correct for the S-D

and S -SD pairings, versus 77% correct for the N-D and N-SD pairings).

Despite their
attraction to surface features as a means of Judging

similarity of solution, novices as a group do not seem to rely solely on

surface features. For S-D Items, In which novices
should have been most prone

to ignoring deep structure, the 95% confidence
Interval (CI) was 20%41 <32%,
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well above the predicted 0% correct had they used a strict surface feature

categorization scheme. Further, in the N-D Items where there was no

distraction due to surface features the proportion of deep structure matehrj

was significantly above the predicted 50% performance (95% CI - 63%<M<71%).

For both novices and experts, performance was influenced by Model

Problem, F(7,371)-8.46, p<.0001. Items involving angular momentum were the

most difficult, while those Involving energy tended to be easier. In all but

one of the 8 Model Problems, experts made more deep structure Judgments than

did novices, producing an interaction between Model Problem and Group,

F(7,371)-3.05, p-.0039. There was also a significant interaction of Mod7,1

Problem and Comparison Type, F(21,1113)-13.33, p<.0001, suggesting that the

difficulty of making a decision based on deep structure in the various

conditions Is related to the context of the problem.

The extent to which novices appear to rely on deep structure when making

categorization decisions Is related to their problem solving ability as

measured by the proMem solving task. The correlation between total

categorization score and the score on the problem solving skills test was .30,

F(1,43)-4.376, p-.0424. Further, performance on the problem solving task

supports the notion that novices were better able to select deep structure

matches on the similarity Judgment task in problem contsxts they understood

better. More specifically, subjects displayed a poor performance In both the

problem solving task and the similarity Judgment task on problems involving

angular momentum, whereas they displayed a relatively good performance on

problems Involving energy.
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Discussion

The findings of Experiment 1 are consistent with the existing literature

In Indicating that the schemes used by subjects to categorize classical

mechanics problems are related to problem so!ving expertise In physics. This

Is most obviously reflected by the greater reliance of experts on deep

structure similarity In making categorization decisions, and of novices on

surface feature similarity. Experts were much more likely to Judge that two

problems would be solved similarly If they were similar In deep structure. In

contrast, novices of'en indicated that problems with Similar surface featLes

would be solved similarly. However, the likelihood that both expert and

novice subjects will select the deep structure alternative is influenced by

what other problem attributes were present in the comparison problems. Among

novices, and to some extent among experts, this performance pattern could be

Interpreted In terms of a threshold-type model (Smith, Shoben and Rips, 1974).

If the initial perception of similarity of one of the comparison

problems to the model problem was high, a threshold model would predict that

the subject would be inclined to make a response based on this overall

impression of similarity, without conducting any further analysis. Hence, we

note the relatively high rate of choosing the surface feature alternative In

the S-D and N-SD comparison types where surface features were pitted against

alternatives that had no obvious superficial similarity to the model problem.

If neither comparison problem succeeded In crossing the threshold of

similarity (as In the N-D Items), subjects were forced to consider more

carefully what would constitute similarity, and hence, might be more likely to

consider principles.

Is it clearly beneficial for novices to consider principles in

categorizing problems merely because experts appear to do so? Experiment 1
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suggests the answer to this question may be yes, since there was a correlation

of novices' problem solving and categorization scores. Novices as a group

varied considerably In the degree to which they Judged problems as similar

that were matched In deep structure. Better novice problem solvers made more

similarity judgments based on deep structure than did poorer novice problem

solvers. Thus, In the domain of physics, the ability to categorize problems

according to deep structure seems to be beneficial to problem solving.

In Experiment 2, we will consider the issue of individual differences

among novices more carefully. In doing so, we will need to clarify what types

of reasoning lead to particular categorization responses, since the binary

nature of the responses required In Experiment 1 did not make the subjects'

reasoning explicit. For example, the assumption that novices who chose the

deep structure alternative did so as a result of actually considering the

problems' deep structure may not be valid. On the other hand, novices may

have attempted to use deep structure more often than their actual performance

indicates, but may not have been able to do so correctly. Therefore, in

Experiment 2, we modified the similarity Judgment task In an effort to make

subjects' reasoning more explicit, as well as further explore the relationship

between problem solving and problem categorization.

EXPERIMENT 2: CATEGORIZATION CRITERIA AND PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY OF NOVICES

Study of the ends of the spectrum of problem solving skill, namely

experts and novices, indicate there Is a relationship between categorization

criteria and problem solving ability. The relevance of this finding for

understanding the development of expertise would Increase If this relationship

could also be demonstrated among novices at the same level of experience.

Such a demonstration would Indicate that skill acquisition is Influenced from
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the beginning by the types of cues to which novices try to pay attention, and

that the foundations for the acquisition of expertise are laid early In the

learning process. Instruction which attempts to facilitate use of general

principles may be more effective than instruction which Ignores It.

In fact, the correlation between frequency of deep structure decisions

and problem solving score hi 7xperiment 1, as well as related research (such

as Sliver, 1979), suggests a more conclusive demonstration Is possible. In

order to demonstrate that categorization
criteria and problem solving ability

are related for novices at the same level of experience, we need a task which

allows us to examine more directly the reasons subjects have for making

categorization decisions. Simply Inferring subjects' reasons for responses,

as In Experiment 1, may be misleading -- for example, a misidentified

principle may have led to an Incorrect response, evsn though the novice was

cuing on deep structure.

Therefore, we simplified the categorization task used In Experiment 1,

such that there was only one comparison problem presented with the model

problem In each item. This led to four comparison types: 1) S, 2) D, 3) SD,

and 4) N. The comparison type nomenclature now denotes the problem attributes

shared by the two problems In each Item; for example, In the SD Items both

problems shared the same sarface features and deep structure. Subjects were

asked to decide whether or not the two problems would be solved similarly.

They were also asked to give a reason for each response. The reasons given

would provide the basis for separating subjects into groups according to the

criteria they used to categorize problems. This would allow us to determine

whether different patterns of responses are associated with different types of

reasoning. Subjects using the appropriate deep structure reasoning should

respond according to the following pattern on the four comparison types: S-No,
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0 -Yes, SD-Yes, and N-No. Subjects using surface feature reasoning should

respond similarly on the SO and N items, but In the opposite manner on the S

and D Items, resulting In 50% correct overall.

Method

Subjects

Forty-four undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts who

had completed a first semester physics course participated In this study.

They performed the categorization task and a problem solving task, which

Included a mathematics proficiency component, and were paid. To have baseline

data against which to compare the novice data, 7 expert Ph.D. physicists also

performed the categorization task and were also paid for their participation.

Categorization Task

The word problems used In the categorization task were similar In type

and difficulty to those used In Experiment 1. Two word problems were paired

for each of the 32 Items, one model problem and one comparison problem of type

S. D, SD or N. There were eight model problems, each of which appeared four

times, once with each of the four comparison problems. A response was

considered "correct" If it was that expected (as defined earlier) when

appropriate deep structure reasoning was used.

The task was presented In a booklet, with two problems per page.

Subjects were Instructed to decide whether or not the two problems would be

solved similarly, and to respond by stating yes or no. They were then to

provide a reason for their response. One hour was allowed for the task, and

all subjects finished within this time limit.

Each of the reasons subjects gave was classified according to the

following (non-mutually exclusive) characteristics: surface features,

equation-based, physics terminology-based, and principles. Subjects were

16
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classified Into three groups on the basis of the type of reasoning most

frequently employed: 1) Surface Feature, 2) Principle, or 3) Mixed.

Classification Into either the Surface Feature group or the Principle group

meant the subject had considered the same type of information on 17 or more of

the 32 items. The members of the Mixed group employed a variety of reasoning

strategies, none of which was used a majority of the time; they commonly

employed equation-based or physics terminology-based reasoning on a large

proportion of the items. In the novice group, 17 subjects were In the Surface

Feature Group, 11 subjects were In the Principle Group, and 16 subjects were

in the Mixed Group. All 7 expert subjects were primarily principle users.

Problem Solving Task

The problem solving task contained four problems, which were the same as

single-principle problems given in Experiment 1. This task was a portion of a

longer task which assessed both physics knowledge and mathematics proficiency.

One hour was allotted for completion of the entire problem solving task.

Each of the four physics problems was graded on a ten point scale.

Scores on these four problems ranged from 0 points to 34 points, with a mean

of 12.4 points and standard deviation of 10.28 points. The math proficiency

portion covered topics In algebra, graphing, vectors, trigonometry and

geometry. Scores on the math portion ranged from 14 to 40 out of 40 possible

points, with a mean of 29.5 points and standard deviation of 6.4 points.

Results

The performances of the 44 novice and 7 expert physicists on the

categorization task were compared In a 2 (Groups) x 4 (Comparison Types) x 8

(Model Problems) ANOVA. As In Experiment 1, experts made more correct

decisions on the basis of matching deep structure (95%) than did the novices

17
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as a group (62%), F(1,48)-70.27, p<.0001, or any of the three novice subgroups

(Surface Feature Group - 56%, Mixed Group - 63%, Principle Group - 69%),

F(1,22)-113.35, p<.0001, F(1,21)-131.26, pc.0001), and F(1,16)-73.63, p<.0001.

However, on the average, novices made many more decisions that were correct on

the basis of deep structure than one might expect; the performance of the

novice subjects, at 62% correct, was significantly higher than the 50% correct

predicted for novices If we assume they employ only surface features In

categorization decisions, 95% CI- 59%<M<63%.

Comparison Type. For novices, but not experts, categorization

performance was Influenced by Comparison Type, as indicated by a 3 (Novice

Groups) x 4 (Comparison Types) x 8 (Model problems) ANOVA, F(3,129)- 132.71,

p<.0001, and by a 4 (Comparison Types) x 8 (Model Problems) ANOVA for experts,

F(3,18)-1.30, p-.3061. Novice performance on each Comparison Type differs

from that of every other type at a level of p<.001 (EF/lo..05/6-.008). As can

be seen In Table 2, subjects experienced the most difficulty In correctly

rejecting S comparison problems as being appropriate matches to the model

problem. This result, In combination with the high rate of correct acceptance

of the SD comparison problems, supports our findings from Experiment 1 by

indicating the relevance that novices attach to surface features In making

decisions about solution similarity. In both experiments, the presence of

surface feature similarity depressed the rate of deep structure decisions when

It b 3 uncorrelated with deep structure similarity (as In the S-D and S-SD

Items In Experiment 1, and the S items In this experiment) and Increased the

rate when It was correlated (as In the N-SD Items In Experiment 1, and SD

Items In this experiment).

The Importance of surface feature similarity for novices does not mean

deep structure Is not considered, as we suggested In Experiment 1. In

18
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Experiment 2, novices were much better at correctly accepting 0 comparisons

than expected (50% actual versus 0% predicted). When there was no competition

from surface features, subjects were much more capable of making correct

decisions involving deep structure. In cases where there was neither surface

feature nor deep structure similarity (i.e., N comparisons), subjects were

reasonably good at assessing the lack of any similarity and making a correct

rejection (90% correct).

Reasoning Employed. As expected, experts nearly universally (93% of the

time) provided reasons for their Judgments of similarity that were based on

physics principles. The principles involved were identified correctly 98% of

the time. Clearly, experts reason primarily on the basis of deep structure,

as their responses in both Experiments 1 and 2 indicate, and do so

appropriately.

Novices differ from experts and from each other in the degree to which

they utilize principles in their reasoning. On the average, members of the

Principle Group mentioned principles 70% of the time, members of the Mixed

Group 23% of the time, and members of the Surface Feature Group 6% of the

time, so there were major differences among the groups In proclivity to employ

principles in reasoning. These principles were identified correctly by the

three groups 60%, 61%, and 62% of the time, respectvely. Thus, when novices

chose to utilize principles in an explanation, there was no difference among

the three groups In the rates of correct Identification, although there were

marked differences in the frequency of using principles among the three

groups.

The tendency to employ principles in reasoning Is related to overall

success in categorization. The Surface Feature Group, with 56% correct,

performed significantly lower than both the Mixed Group, with 63% correct,
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F(1,31)-6.73, p-.0143, and the Principle Group, with 69% correct,

F(1,26)-15.64, p-.0005. The three groups also tended to have difficulty with

different types of problems, as indicated by an interaction of Group and

Comparison Type, F(6,123)-3.08, p- .0077.

As can be seen In Table 2, the relative difficulty of the four

Comparison Types was the same for all three groups. The performances on the SD

and N items did not differ significantly among the groups, which Is ;onsistent

with the 100% correct predicted performance for both surface feature and

principle users. It was on the S and D items that the differences among the

groups appeared. The Surface Feature Group performed lower than the Principle

Group on both S and D items, t(26)-3.10, p-.0046 and t(26)-3.23, p-.0033. We

had predicted surface f.:atura users would make correct responses 0% of the

time on these two Comparison Types, while principle users would be rorrect

100% of the time. Thus, the performances of these groups were In the

predicted directions.

Clearly, although the performance of the Principle Group was much better

than that of the average novice, their performance was far from that predicted

for one who relies on principles alone. Two factors contribute to this

outcome: 1) principles were not used In every problem analysis, and 2) the

principles Identified were often inappropriate. Of the 70% of the time that

members of the Principle Group used principles, 38% of the time they

identified principles incorrectly. Hence, what may be mcre Important than the

appropriateness of a principle In the development of expertise Is the

frequency with which one attempts to apply principles to a problem analysis.

Ths data argue that attempted principle use Is related to problem

solving ability. Mean performances on the problem solving task were 14%, 32%,

and 57% correct for the Surface Feature, Mixed, and Principle Groups
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respectively. The three groups were significantly different on thi:. measu s,

F(2,41)-16.19, p<.0001, and each group differed from the other at a las,. 1 of

p<.008. The correlation between the frequency of attempts of an individual to

reason by principle and the problem solving test score was .63,

F(1,42)-27.657, p<.0001. One might argue that a third factor, such as

intelligence, Is responsible for this relationship. However, even when level

of mathematics proficiency (which we take as an index of intelligence) was

held constant, the correlation was still significant, r-.505, Z-3.516,

p<.0004. Novices who attempt to categorize problems using principles tend to

be better problem solvers.

Discussion

Experiment 2 demonstrates that the relationship between use of

principles In categorization and problem solving skills Is not only an

appropriate characteristic for making distinctions between exports and

novices, but Is also appropriate for distinguishing among "good" and "poor"

novice physics students with similar educational experiences. Novices who

attempt to analyze mechanics problems using principles make more correct

Judgments concerning solution similarity and are better problem solvers. Note

that these novices were often Incorrect In identifying the principle needed to

solve a problem, but that the principle-based approach to problem

categorization generally appears to have a value beyond the successfulness of

the attempt to classify a problem.

Why Is principle use so highly correlated with problem solving ability?

We believe that storing Information about types of physics problems In terms

of general principles, as opposed to equations and surface features which

novices generally employ (Chi, et al., 1981; Mestre & Gerace, 1986), Is a much

21
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more efficient form of representing physics knowledge. The effort requ:ree to

organize physics knowledge In terms of broad categories Is probably initially

much greater than that required to organize the knowledge In terms of

equations. However, the effort Involved In maintaining categorical

Information Is much less than that needed to maintain and search through a

large equation data base. Therefore, our findings indicate that three months

after finishing their mechanics course, principle users could solve problems

more effectively than non -principle users. Although this study cannot address

the causal relation between principle use and problem solving skill, it

suggests that pedagogy In physics might be more effctive If attempts were

made to convey Information In a manner conducive to organization by

principles, a view supported by other research as well (Eylon & Reif, 1984;

Heller & Reif, 1984).

General Discussion

In these two studies, we attempted to characterize how and when novice

physics students and expert physicists use surface features and deep structure

to determine that two problems would be solved similarly, and how

categorization and problem solving skills are related. In agreement with

other studies (Chi, et al., 1981; Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982), we found the

presence of surface features to adversely Influence the categorization

decisions of novices, and of experts to some extent as well. Despite the

apparent difficulty In ignoring the semblance of slmllarity conveyed by

surface features, the conclusion that novices focus almost exclusively on

surface feature slmllarlty Is unwarranted.

Two places of Information argue against such a conclusion. First, in

.
conditions where surface feature similarity was not available to "assist" In a

22
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decision, the performance of novices was much better than that expected If

they had been relying solely on surface feature similarity. Second, when

novices were asked to state why they belleved two problems Would be solved

similarly, many of them responded with arguments based on principles, although

equationbased reasoning was also fairly common.

Novices are not a uniform crowd. Some do rely primarily on surface

feature similarity to categorize problems, while others attempt to reason

fairly consistently by principles. It Is not at all clear that a picture of

the novice progressing from reliance on surface features to reliance on deep

structure Is accurate. Novices who are better problem solvers, and prosumabiy

the ones more likely to continue In the field, tend to apply principles more

often when deciding whether or not two problems would be solved similarly.

Surface features interfere with the decision, but are not the primary focus of

attention for the good problem solvers. As the nov!ce becomes more able to

distinguish the critical attributes of problems, surface feature similarity

has less influence on problem analysis.

These results suggest that our goal as educators should be to structure

the information presented In the classroom In a way that assists the learner

In organizing knowledge by principles. Thera Is evidence that standard

pedagogical practices do not incorporate this strategy (Collins, Brown &

Newman, In press). We may not be able to ensure that every student views

principles as fundamental, but the centrality of principles to both experts

and the better novices suggests that this path Is more likely to lead to

eventual understanding.
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Table 1: Predicted and Observed Performance of Experts and Novices

Comparison Type

Experts

Predicted Observed

Novices

Predicted Observed

S-D 100% 66% 0% 26%

S-SD 100% 71% 50% 54%

N-D 100% 84% 50% 67%

N-SD 100% 91% 100% 87%

Total 100% 78% 50% 59%

Table 2: Performance of 3 groups on 4 comparison types

Surface Features Mixed Principle

S 18% 23% 43%

D 39% 53% 64%

SD 76% 87% 78% .

N 90% 90% 91%

All 56% 63% 69%
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